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Who we are

ESL is an exciting company at the forefront of the rapidly  
growing sustainable infrastructure engineering market.

The company was founded in 2015 with the intention of combining traditional  
infrastructure and engineering expertise with the latest developments in
cloud-based remote management, allowing clients to micromanage their energy  
consumption, with the eventual aim of becoming self-sustaining.

We are an amalgam of engineering skills and visionaries who are committed to a  
sustainable future. The intention of ESL is to fulfil a need for clients that require a  
single source point for a wide range of engineering solutions and sustainable  
technologies.

Sustainability is a key word at the forefront of our solutions and that is why we  
strive to offer advanced technologies to our prospective clients. By utilising the  
latest technological advancements through a customer-focused approach, we are  
proud to play a major role in the success of every project we engage with.

Our focus is to assist and advise clients on the possibilities available for them to  
embrace the latest technologies and to reduce their carbon footprint and make  
energy savings through enhanced efficiency.

With a vision to promote a greener planet via sustainability our team of highly  
qualified and experienced engineers are constantly researching more effective  
ways of incorporating the latest technologies to both new and existing facilities.

North East Energy Efficiency Awards 2019 Consultancy of the Year Winner:
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Energy Monitoring Systems

ESL can provide site energy monitoring  
services for your business. Monitoring  
your energy usage can help in deciding  
how to control and efficiently use the  
available energy in your facility. Contact  
us to find out how you can save by  
monitoring your energy usage for your  
private, industrial, academic,  
commercial, or business premises.

We will visit your premises to survey  
your current installation and also  
assessing your current energy demand.  
A proposal will be issued for a viable  
monitoring setup highlighting potential  
energy cost saving as well as payback  
period.

Our proposal will outline a solution that  
will result in the least changes to your  
facility by proposing like for like  
solutions where they already exist.

Feedback on the viability of a monitoring  
scheme showing the costs involved will  
then be issued.

Our aim will be to reduce the payback  
period of any new or additional  
measures by maximising the usageany  
low cost energy and or free energy.

Scope of Services  
We Can Offer

Facilities Survey for  
Monitoring Device Installation

Procurement and Supply

Design and Installation  
Package Design

Monitoring Device Installation  
Services

Facility Energy Management  
& Monitoring

Periodic Energy Reporting

Maintenance Services of your  
Energy Systems
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ESL Smart Meters

Our smart meter records consumption 
of electric energy in intervals of an hour 
or less and communicates that 
information at least daily back to the 
utility for monitoring and billing 
purposes.

Smart meters enable two-way 
communication between the meter and 
the central system. Unlike home energy 
monitors, smart meters can gather data 
for remote reporting. Such an advanced 
metering infrastructure (AMI) differs 
from traditional automatic meter reading 
(AMR) in that it enables two-way 
communications with the meter.

Our solution provides the complete 
service for reading electricity meters 
automatically on a pre-set rate, usually 
every 5 minutes, the storage of the 
readings on the secure web servers in 
the UK, and our website allows 
customers to view their data online 
anytime

Benefits of Our 
Smart Meters

• Real time sensors

• Power outage notification

• Power quality monitoring

• Two way communication 
(between meters and a 
central system)

• Ability to integrate into a 
smart grid
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Data Analysis

Our advanced suite of software makes 
your own energy management more 
effective and efficient: transforming 
data into information, designed to work 
with devices from various 
manufacturers to create a flexible 
energy analytics system capable of 
managing all your remote 
monitoring/control needs.

ESL’s Smart Meter Network transforms 
data into information through its 
intelligent real time reporting and 
analysis.

Our cloud-based system allows you to 
send data from any location to the 
cloud and view online from anywhere.

Access all your data with user friendly 
interface via any web browser 
@www.eslenergy.com

Whether you’re an energy manager or 
just want to reduce your environmental 
impact, we can help you identify, 
communicate and rectify inefficiencies

Scope of Services  
We Can Offer

• Transform data into 
dynamic analytics 

• Easy access to all your 
data

• Real Time reports and 
graphs available for 
analysis

• Take a proactive and 
profitable approach to 
energy management
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Monitoring Reports
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ESL offers our customers detailed 
reports on a regular bases depending 
on their needs. This could be monthly, 
quarterly or yearly but could also be 
tailored to specific dates.

Our reports offer our customers the 
information on how much power, is 
consumed 24/7 on each meter and by 
each phase on the circuit.

We offer easy to understand reporting 
formats for both highly skilled 
professional engineers and the average 
person. The report comes with data 
capture from our cloud based 
monitoring service and also useful 
charts and informative spread sheets 
showing energy usage. 

Our customers would be able to tell 
when excessive loads occurs, what the 
voltage, current was at the time it 
occurred and which circuits are most 
affected in order to make smart and 
efficient energy usage decisions

Our report offers 
detailed information 
on:

• Power readings

• Current and Voltage 
readings

• Supply Frequency

• Power Factor

• Daily Energy Usage

• Half-Hourly Energy 
Usage



Landlords Monitoring

Accurate energy monitoring on rental  
properties and bill tenants according to  
their actual usage. Our system provides  
remote, accurate consumption  
information to enable correct tenant
re-charging, without the need for local  
site visits.

Our web service includes the ability to  
provide automated monthly invoicing for  
the accounts including the ability to  
handle accounts which have an  
accepted use built into to the rental just  
invoicing for the usage that exceeds the  
pre - set limit.

We can export the stored data to the  
web services as required and we  
provide graphical analysis of the data  
which can include supply voltage,  
supply current, supply frequency &  
supply power factor as well as energy  
consumption.

Our modems can also collect  
environmental data such as  
temperature, solar and wind speeds to  
provide a complete service.

Customers can purchase (PAYG) their  
electricity online at our website and the  
value of the purchase will be  
automatically downloaded to the  
electricity meter via our solution.

Features for your  
business:

Real-time data analysis  

Pre-set usage limits

Ability to purchase credit  
(PAYG)

Automated invoicing to  
tenants

Ability to monitor gas & water
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Commercial Monitoring

Accurate energy monitoring on rental  
properties and bill tenants according to  
their actual usage. ESL provides
remote, accurate consumption  
information to enable correct tenant
re-charging, without the need for local  
site visits.

Our systems can provide the customer  
with an overall Building monitoring,  
Multiple occupancy Building monitoring,  
Single machine monitoring.
Machine monitoring allows the customer  
to actually see exactly how much it has  
cost to run a machine for any period of  
time. This can enable the customer to  
calculate how much it has cost to  
manufacture a component or run critical  
plant for a period of time.

Gas, Water & Special Fluids that are  
required to enable the Manufacturing  
Process to be carried out can be  
monitored by installing special meters at  
the Manufacturing Process Position.

All data analysis stored point within the  
same portal as the electrical data  
analysis.

Multiple units can be connected  
together and all data is stored on our  
servers. The customer then has access  
to eslenergy.com web site via login 
details to view  all data and analysis 
over a period of  time.

Features for your  
business:

Real-time data analysis

Pre-set usage limits

Full control of energy usage

Full cost control
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Sustainable Solutions
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Sustainability is a key word at the forefront of our solutions and 
that is why we  strive to offer advanced technologies to our 
prospective clients. By utilising the  latest technological 
advancements through a customer-focused approach, we are  
proud to play a major role in the success of every project we 
engage with.



Engineering SolutionsWe look forward to working with you!

 0191 731 7572

For your Turnkey Design & Installation, please contact

ELECTEK SOLUTIONS LIMITED
ESL House
Hobson Industrial Estate  
Burnopfield
Newcastle Upon Tyne  
NE16 6EA

 info@electeksolutions.co.uk  www.electeksolutions.co.uk

mailto:info@electeksolutions.co.uk
http://www.electeksolutions.co.uk/
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